Abstract. Concolic testing is a method for test input generation where a given program is executed both concretely and symbolically at the same time. This paper introduces LIME Concolic Tester (LCT), an open source concolic testing tool for sequential Java programs. It discusses the design choices behind LCT as well as its use in automated unit test generation for the JUnit testing framework. As the main experimental contribution we report on an experimental evaluation of LCT for testing smart card Java applets. In particular, we focus on the problem of differential testing, where a Java class implementation is tested against a reference implementation. Two different concolic unit test generation approaches are presented and their effectiveness is compared with random testing. The experiments show that concolic testing is able to find significantly more bugs than random testing in the testing domain at hand.
Introduction
This paper discusses the use of concolic testing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] to generate tests for Java applets written for the Sun Java Card platform [7, 8] . In particular, we consider a new open source concolic testing tool we have developed called LIME Concolic Tester (LCT) which is included in the LIME test bench toolset (http://www.tcs.hut. fi/Research/Logic/LIME2/). The tool can automatically generate unit test data and also stub code needed for unit testing in the JUnit testing framework. The main improvements in LCT over existing Java concolic testing systems such as jCUTE [2] are the following: (i) the use of state-of-the art bitvector SMT solvers such as Boolector [9] make the symbolic execution of Java more precise, (ii) the twin class hierarchy instrumentation approach of LCT allows the Java base classes to be also instrumented unlike in previous approaches such as jCUTE, (iii) the tool architecture supports distributed testing where the constraint solving is done in a distributed manner for several tests in parallel, (iv) the tool is integrated with runtime monitoring of interface specifications [10] and the runtime monitors are used to guide the test generation order; and (v) the tool is freely available as open source.
We are interested in testing embedded software and, in particular, Java Card applets. In this paper we focus on the following differential testing scenario. An applet is being developed and a set of modifications has been made to it that should not change its class behavior, i.e., method calls to classes should behave as in the original version. Such modifications could be optimizations, changes in the internal data structures, refactoring of the code, clean ups removing redundant code etc. Hence, we have two versions of the same class which we call the reference implementation (the original version) and the implementation under test IUT (the modified version). Now the problem is to test whether the reference implementation and IUT have the same class behavior. In practice, the testing process starts by identifying modified classes and then it boils down to treating each modified class as an IUT and testing it against the corresponding original class taken as the reference implementation. Random testing techniques are often quite successful in such unit testing settings. In this paper we study how concolic testing and, in particular, the LCT tool can be used for this testing scenario. We develop two approaches to using concolic testing for checking whether an IUT of a class has the same class behavior as its reference implementation. Then we study experimentally how well the test sets generated by LCT using concolic testing techniques are able to detect differences in class behavior when compared to random testing.
The main contribution of this paper is the experimental work comparing the concolic testing approach to random automated testing. The context is Java Card applets designed for the Java Card smart card platform. In the experiments we compare the bug detection capabilities of both concolic and random testing by using a smart card application called the Logical Channel Demo [8] as the reference implementation. In order to provide a sufficient number of buggy implementations to serve as IUTs in the experiments a Java source code mutant generator tool is used to provide mutated versions of the reference implementation. The experimental setup consists of a large number of experiments where a buggy mutated implementation is tested against the reference implementation. The results clearly show that the concolic testing approach is more effective in finding bugs than random testing.
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces concolic testing while the design choices done in the design of the LCT concolic testing tool are discussed in Sect. 3. Section 4 introduces differential testing, a method for comparing the behavior of two implementations of a class, and describes how LCT can be used for differential testing. Section 5 discusses our experimental setup for applying differential testing to Java Card applets. Finally, Sect. 6 sums up the paper.
Concolic Testing
Concolic testing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] (also known as dynamic symbolic execution) is a method for test input generation where a given program is executed both concretely and symbolically at the same time. In other words, the test inputs are generated from a real executable program instead of a model of it. The main idea behind this approach is to at runtime collect symbolic constraints on inputs to the system that specify the possible input values that force the program to follow a specific execution path. Symbolic execution of programs is made possible by instrumenting the system under test with additional code that collects the constraints without disrupting the concrete execution.
In concolic testing each variable that has a value depending on inputs to the program has also a symbolic value associated to it. When a sequential program P is executed, the same execution path is followed regardless of the input values until a branching statement is encountered that selects the true or false branch based on some variable that has a symbolic value. Given the symbolic value of this variable, it is possible to reason about the outcome of the statement symbolically by constructing a symbolic constraint. This constraint describes what the possible input values are that cause the program to take the true or false branch at the statement in question. A path constraint is a conjunction of symbolic constraints that describes the input values that cause the concrete execution to follow a specific execution path.
In concolic testing the program under test is first executed with concrete random input values. During this test run, symbolic execution is used to collect the path constraints expressed in theory T for each of the branching statements along the execution. These collected constraints are used to compute new test inputs to the program by using off-the-shelf constraint solvers. Typical solvers used in concolic testing are SMT (Satisfiability-Modulo-Theories) solvers such as Yices [11] , Boolector [9] and Z3 [12] and typical theories include linear integer arithmetic and bit-vectors. The new test inputs will steer the future test runs to explore previously untested execution paths. This means that concolic testing can be seen as a method that systematically tests all the distinct execution paths of a program. These execution paths can be expressed as a symbolic execution tree which is a structure where each path from root to a leaf node represents an execution path and each leaf node has a path constraint describing the input values that force the program to follow that specific path.
The concrete execution in concolic testing brings the benefit that it makes available accurate information about the program state which might not be easily accessible in case of using only static analysis. It is possible to under-approximate the set of possible execution paths by using concrete values instead of symbolic values in cases where symbolic execution is not possible (e.g., with calls to libraries to which no source code is available). Furthermore, as each test is run concretely, concolic testing does not report spurious defects.
3 LIME Concolic Tester LIME Concolic Tester (LCT) is an open source test input generator for Java programs that is based on concolic testing. LCT takes a sequential Java program that has been compiled into bytecode as input and generates tests that attempt to cover all the execution paths of the program. LCT supports multiple search strategies that affect the order in which the execution paths are explored. During the testing process uncaught exceptions are reported as defects.
LCT is part of LIME Interface Test Bench which has been developed as part of the LIME project (http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Research/Logic/LIME2/). In the LIME project an interface specification language and supporting LIME Interface Monitoring Tool (LIMT) [13] was also developed and LCT allows the monitoring tool to As different test runs do not depend on each other, the problem of generating test inputs is easily parallelized. LCT takes advantage of this fact by having a separate test server that receives the symbolic constraints from the instrumented programs and selects which unexplored execution paths are tested next. This allows the tool to take advantage of multi-core processors and networks of computers.
The rest of this section discusses the implementation of LCT in more detail.
Architectural Overview
The architecture of LCT is shown in Figure 1 and it can be seen as consisting of three main parts: the instrumenter, the test selector and the test executors. The instrumenter is based on a tool called Soot [14] which can be used to analyze and transform Java byte code. Before a program is given to the instrumenter, the input locations in the source code are marked so that the instrumenter knows how to transform the code. LCT provides a static class that is used for this in the following fashion:
-int x = LCT.getInteger() is used to get an int type input value for a variable x, and -List l = LCT.getObject("List") indicates that an object l is an input object.
After the input variables have been marked in the source code, the program is given to the instrumenter that transforms the code into an intermediate representation called
Jimple and adds the statements necessary for symbolic execution into it. When the instrumentation is finished, the code is transformed into byte code that can be run over a standard Java Virtual Machine. This modified version of the program is called test executor. To guarantee that every test execution terminates, the length of the concrete execution is limited by a depth limit.
The test selector is responsible for constructing a symbolic execution tree based on the constraints collected by the test executors and selecting which path in the symbolic execution tree is explored next. The communication between test selector and test executors has been implemented using TCP sockets. This way the test selector and test executors can run on different computers and it is easy to run new test executors concurrently with others. The test selector can use various search strategies for selecting the next execution path to be explored. It is also possible to use LCT in a random mode, where no symbolic execution tree is constructed and the input values are generated completely randomly.
LCT provides the option to use Yices [11] or Boolector [9] as its constraint solver. In case of Yices LCT uses linear integer arithmetic to encode the constraints and in case of Boolector, bit-vectors are used. LCT has support for all primitive data types in Java as symbolic inputs with the exception of float and double data types as the used constraint solvers do not provide native support for floating point variables.
Instrumentation
After the input locations have been marked in the source code, adding the code for symbolic execution to a given program can be made in a fully automatic fashion. To unit test a method, the user can, for example, write a test driver that calls the method to be tested with symbolic input values. LCT also supports generating such test drivers automatically not only for unit testing of methods but also for testing interfaces of classes through sequences of method calls.
To execute a program symbolically every statement that can read or update a variable with its value depending on the inputs must be instrumented. The approach taken in LCT is to instrument all statements that could operate on symbolic inputs regardless of whether a statement operates only with concrete values during test runs or not. This means that a majority of the lines in the code will be instrumented. LCT uses the Soot framework [14] to first translate the program under test to an intermediate language which is then modified and transformed back into bytecode. Similar approach is taken in jCUTE [3] .
To make symbolic execution possible, it is necessary to know for each variable the associated symbolic expression during execution. For this reason we use symbolic memory S that maps primitive type variables and object references to symbolic expressions. We also need to construct the path constraints for unexplored execution paths. The approach taken in LCT to construct the memory map and path constraints follows closely the one described in [1, 2] . To update the symbolic memory map, every assignment statement in the program is instrumented. At assignment of type m = e, where e is an expression, the symbolic value S(e) is constructed and the mapping S(m) is updated with this value. In case of new input values, m = INPUT, a new symbolic value is assigned to S(m). Every branching statement, e.g., if(p), must also be instrumented. Symbolic evaluation of p and its negation are the symbolic constraints that are used to construct the necessary path constraints. A more detailed description of the instrumentation process can be found in [15] .
Search Strategies
The LCT tool contains a number of search strategies to control the exploration order of the different branches of the symbolic execution tree. The techniques are traditional depth-first and breadth-first search, priority based search using heuristic values obtained from the runtime monitors written in the LIME interface specification language, as well as randomized search. As this paper focuses on test generation methods that explore the full symbolic execution tree, the order in which branches are explored makes little difference and, hence, we do not discuss these strategies here. Further details can be found in [15] .
Test Generation for Programs with Specifications
The described concolic testing method reports uncaught exceptions as errors (i.e., it generates tests to see if the program can crash). This testing approach can be greatly enhanced if it is combined with runtime monitoring to check if given specifications hold during the test runs. In the LIME project a specification language has been developed together with a runtime monitoring tool [10] that allows the user to use propositional linear temporal logic (PLTL) and regular expressions to specify both external usage and internal behavior of a software component [10, 13] .
The LIME interface specification language allows the user to write specifications that are not complete models of the system and to target the specifications to those parts of the systems that are seen as important to be tested. Also, the specifications provide additional information about the system that could be used to indicate when the program is close to a state that violates the specifications. We have extended the concolic testing method to take LIME interface specifications into account so that the testing can be guided towards those execution paths that cause specifications to be monitored and especially towards those paths that can potentially cause the specifications to be violated.
To guide the concolic testing, the LIME Interface Monitoring Tool (LIMT) [10, 13] was extended to compute a heuristic value to indicate how close the current execution is to violating the monitored specifications. In LCT the instrumentation described earlier was augmented with a call to LIMT to obtain the heuristic value at every branching statement where a symbolic constraint is constructed. The test input selector is then notified about the heuristic value and it can use the value to assign a priority to the unvisited node resulting from executing the branching statement. Further details can be found in [15] .
Generating JUnit Tests
LCT also provides the possibility to generate JUnit tests based on the input values generated during concolic testing. The support for JUnit tests is limited to unit testing methods that take argument values that can be generated by LCT. To generate JUnit tests for a selected method, LCT first creates automatically a test driver that calls the method with input values computed by LCT. The generated input values are then stored and used to generate JUnit tests that can be executed even without LCT. It is also possible to generate a test driver for an interface. In this case LCT generates a test driver that calls nondeterministically methods of that interface with symbolic input arguments. The number of calls is limited by an user specified call sequence bound.
Limitations
The current version of LCT has been designed for sequential Java programs and multithreading support is currently under development. Sometimes LCT can not obtain full path coverage for supported Java programs. This can happen in the following situations: (i) Non-instrumented code: LCT is not able to do any symbolic reasoning if the control flow of the program goes to a library that has not been instrumented. This is possible, for example, when libraries implemented in a different programming language are called. To be able to instrument Java core classes, we have implemented custom versions of some of the most often required core classes to alleviate this problem. The program under test is then modified to use the custom versions of these classes instead of the original counterpart. This approach can be seen as an instance of the twin class hierarchy approach presented in [16] . (ii) Imprecise Symbolic reasoning: Symbolic execution is limited by the ability of constraint solvers to compute new input values. LCT does not currently collect constraints over floating point numbers. LCT also does an identical non-aliasing assumption which the jCUTE tool does as well. The code "a[i] = 0; a[j] = 1; if (a[i] == 0) ERROR;" is an example of this. LCT assumes that the two writes do not alias and thus does not generate constraint i = j required to reach the ERROR label; (iii) Nondeterminism: LCT assumes that the program under test and the libraries it uses are deterministic.
Differential Testing
Often, a software developer modifies source code in situations where the behavior of the code should not change, e.g. when cleaning up or refactoring code or when implementing a more optimized version of a given piece of code. Differential testing (terminology strongly influenced by [17] ) is a technique that searches for differences in the behavior between the original code and the code after such modifications.
The basic idea behind differential testing is to compare the externally visible behavior of two implementations of the same class. Usually one of the implementations, called the reference implementation, is trusted to be correct. The task is then to test, whether the other implementation, called implementation under test (IUT), is correct as well by searching for differences in the behaviors of the two implementations.
For comparing the behaviors of two implementations, a black-box notion of class equivalence is used. Only the externally observable behavior of method calls and two method calls are considered to have equivalent behavior if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1. Either both calls throw an exception or neither of them throws an exception. 2. If neither call throws an exception, they return equivalent values. 3. If both methods throw an exception, they throw equivalent exceptions.
The exact definition of equivalence of return values and exceptions may depend on the context in which differential testing is used. For example, return values in Java could be compared using the equals method. Sometimes, however, this notion of equivalence might be insufficient. Floating point values, for instance, could be considered equivalent even if they are not exactly the same as long as their difference is small enough. The definition of equivalent behavior used in this work only takes return values and thrown exceptions into account. In a more general setting, also other effects of methods calls that can be observed from the outside, like modified static variables, fields of the class that are declared public or method arguments that are modified, could be compared as well for a more refined notion of behavioral equivalence.
Two sequences of method calls to a class are considered to show equivalent class behavior if the behavior of the nth call in one sequence is equivalent to the behavior of the nth call in the other sequence. Two implementations of a class are considered to be class behavior equivalent if every sequence of method calls on a fresh instance of one of the implementations shows equivalent class behavior as the same sequence of method calls on a fresh instance of the other implementation. Determining whether two classes are class behavior equivalent is quite challenging as very long sequences of method calls might be needed to show non-equivalent behavior of the classes. In order to circumvent this difficulty, the notion of k-bounded class behavior equivalence is introduced. Two implementations of a class are considered to be k-boundedly class behavior equivalent if every sequence of at most k calls on a fresh instance of one of the implementations shows equivalent class behavior as the same sequence of calls on a fresh instance of the other implementation.
In the following, two concolic-testing-based and one random-testing-based technique for checking for bounded class behavior equivalence are introduced. All three approaches are symmetric in the sense that they treat the IUT and the reference implementation in the same way.
Decoupled differential testing The basic idea behind using LCT for checking a pair of an IUT and an reference implementation for k-bounded class behavior is to let LCT generate sequences of method calls of length k and compare the behavior of the IUT and the reference implementation based on those sequences of method calls. The most obvious way to do this is to let LCT generate a test set for the IUT and another one for the reference implementation independently. Each test in the test sets consists of a sequence of method calls that can then be used for comparing the behavior of the IUT and the reference implementation. As LCT in this approach generates test sets for the IUT and the reference implementation individually, this approach is referred to as decoupled differential testing.
LCT is in the first step of the decoupled differential testing approach used to generate two test sets with call sequence bound k -one for the IUT and one for the reference implementation. Each test generated in this way consists of a sequence of methods calls to one of the implementations. The tests, however, do not evaluate the behavior of the method calls in any way. In the second step, the tests are therefore modified. Each test in the test set for the IUT is modified in a way such that each method that is executed on the IUT is executed on the reference implementation as well and an exception is thrown if and only if the behaviors of such a pair method calls are non-equivalent. Calls to methods of the IUT are added to the test set of the reference implementation in the same way. In the last step of the decoupled differential testing approach, these modified tests are executed and an error is reported if any test signals non-equivalent behaviors.
In the decoupled differential testing approach, test sets for both the IUT and the reference implementation are generated. It would also be possible to only generate and use tests for either the IUT or the reference implementation. This approach, however, would make it quite likely that some classes of errors are missed. The developer of the IUT might, for instance, have forgotten that some input values need special treatment. In such a case, the if condition testing for these special values would be missing in the IUT and the LCT could achieve full path coverage without ever using any of the special input values, which would result in the described bug not being found by the generated test set. Therefore, a bug can easily be missed when only the test set for the IUT is used while it is found if the test set for the reference implementation is included, assuming the LCT reaches full path coverage when generating the test set for the reference implementation. A bug introduced by a developer who adds optimizations specific to a limited range of special input values in contrast could for similar reasons be missed if only the test set for the reference implementation but not the one for the IUT is used.
The main disadvantage of decoupled differential testing is that there may be situations in which non-equivalent behavior remains undetected even if full path coverage is reached on both the IUT and the reference implementation. A simple example of such a situation is a method that takes one integer argument and returns that argument in the reference implementation but returns the complement of the argument in the IUT. Clearly, the two implementations show non-equivalent behavior. This does, however, not show if the method is called with zero as argument. Still, LCT can reach full path coverage on both implementations without using any other argument than zero. Thus, the non-equivalent behavior may remain undetected even if LCT reaches full path coverage on both implementations. This motivates coupled differential testing, which circumvents the described issue by checking for non-equivalent behaviors in the code that is instrumented and run by LCT.
Coupled differential testing In the coupled differential testing approach, LCT is directly run on a class that compares the behavior of the IUT and the reference implementation. This comparison class has one instance each of the IUT and the reference implementation and has one method for every externally visible method of the IUT and the reference implementation. Each method in the comparison class calls the corresponding methods in the IUT and the reference implementation, compares their behaviors and throws an exception if and only if they are not equivalent. Therefore, a sequence of method calls on the comparison class can be executed without an exception being thrown if and only if the IUT and the reference implementation show equivalent class behavior for this sequence of calls.
The comparison class is generated in the first step of the coupled differential testing approach. LCT is then used in the second step to generate a test set for the comparison class. Finally, the tests are executed and non-equivalent behavior is reported if any of the tests in the test set throws an exception. Thus, the main difference between coupled and decoupled differential testing is, that the behavior comparison code is added before LCT is run in the coupled differential testing approach while it is added after LCT is run in the decoupled differential testing approach.
An advantage of coupled differential testing is that non-equivalent behavior of the IUT and the reference implementation is reflected in the control flow of the code instrumented and run by LCT. If the reference implementation and the IUT show nonequivalent behavior, then the control flow eventually reaches the location in the comparison class at which the "non-equivalent behavior"-exception is thrown. If there is any sequence of method calls of length k that leads to this location, then LCT generates a test that reaches the location if full path coverage is reached and the call sequence bound used in the test generation is at least k. This implies that, any sequence of calls leading to non-equivalent behavior is guaranteed to be found by coupled differential testing as long as LCT reaches full path coverage and the call sequence bound is sufficiently large. As said before, such a guarantee can not be given for decoupled differential testing.
Random differential testing LCT can be used in random mode to explore random execution paths. In the random differential testing approach LCT is used to generate a set of random tests, i.e. JUnit tests that execute random sequences of methods with random arguments, for the reference implementation. These random tests are then modified to compare behaviors of calls in the same way as the tests in decoupled differential testing. Alternatively, random tests could be generated for the IUT or even for the comparison class used in coupled differential testing. As any of theses approaches, however, compares of the IUT and the reference implementation based on random call sequences, they lead to comparable results.
Experiments
LCT was experimentally evaluated by running LCT-based differential testing on Java Card example code called Logical Channels Demo [8] and a number of slightly mutated versions of that code. A short introduction to the Java Card technology and a description of the Logical Channels Demo is given in Section 5.1. LCT was used to check different implementations of the Logical Channels Demo for bounded class equivalence using the methods described in Section 4. The original version of the Logical Channels Demo was used as the reference implementation and mutated versions of the Logical Channels Demo that show different class behavior were used as IUTs. A mutation generator called µJava [18] was used to generate the mutated versions. µJava and its use are described in Section 5.2. The numbers of IUTs for which the non-equivalent class behavior was detected by the individual testing approaches were used to compare effectiveness of concolic-testing-based differential testing to that of random differential testing. Section 5.3 describes the exact test set up while Section 5.4 discusses the results of the experiments.
Java Card and the Logical Channels Demo
The Java Card Technology [7, 8] allows to execute Java programs on smart cards. Java smart card programs, called applets, are an interesting class of Java programs. As they tend to be smaller than "real" Java programs, they are well suited for being used as test data in experiments. For the experimental evaluation of LCT, smart card example code called Logical Channels Demo was used. The idea behind the Logical Channels Demo is to use a smart card to charge a user for connecting to a data communication network. Although the Logical Channels Demo is designed for demonstration purposes and lacks some features like proper user authentication, it is a non-trivial application that is similar to other Java Card applications. The Logical Channels Demo has previously been used for two LIME related case studies [19, 20] .
Java Card applets Java Card applets are Java programs that can be run on smart cards. When executed, Java Card applets communicate with an off-card application. There are some differences between Java Card applets and normal Java applications. Most notably, Java Card applets can only use a very limited subset of the Java features due to the limitations of the hardware they run on. For example, the basic data types long, float, double, char and String are not supported and the support of int is optional. Also, multidimensional arrays and most standard Java classes are not supported. In addition, Java Card applets use special methods for throwing exceptions that are intended to be caught by the off-card application.
The Logical Channels Demo The Logical Channels Demo is one of several demos that are part of the Java Card Development Kit [8] . The Logical Channels Demo allows to use a smart card in a device that provides access to a network for a certain fee. The network is divided into several areas and the user has a home area, in which the fee is lower than in the rest of the network. The smart card on which the Logical Channels Demo is installed keeps track of the user's account's balance.
The Logical Channels Demo consists of two applets: one, which manages the user's account and another, which receives the state of the network connection from the offcard application and debits the account accordingly. The main purpose of the Logical Channels Demo is to illustrate how these two applets can be active and communicate with the off-card application simultaneously.
The Logical Channels Demo has been used in a previous case study to illustrate the use of the LIME interface specification language [19] . In course of that case study, the Java Card specific packet based argument passing and value returning mechanisms were replaced with standard Java arguments and return values in the Logical Channels Demo. The resulting modified version of the Logical Channels Demo was used for the evaluation of LCT as well.
Usually, Java Card applets need a Java Card simulator in order to be executed on a normal PC. As it would be challenging to use the LCT test generation in conjunction with a Java Card simulator, the Logical Channels Demo was modified in a way that allows to use the applets without an simulator. This was achieved by replacing Java Card API methods with stub code. The stub code behaves in the same way the Java Card API does in all respects that were of importance in the used testing setup. The different testing approaches described in Section 4 compare the behavior of two implementations of one class. The Logical Channels Demo, however, consists of two applets, i.e. the behavior of two classes has to be compared simultaneously if one wants to compared two implementations of the Logical Channels Demo. In order to make it still possible to use the behavior comparison methods, a simple wrapper class that has one instance of each applet and provides methods that call the methods of the applets was added. Then, two implementations of the Logical Channels Demo could be compared by comparing the behavior of their wrapper classes.
The Mutations
In order to evaluate LCT experimentally, the differential testing methods described in Section 4 were used to compare pairs of implementations of the Logical Channels Demo. Mutated versions of the Logical Channels Demo, i.e. versions that contain small errors, were used to simulate faulty IUTs and the bug-free version of the Logical Channels Demo was used as the reference implementation.
For the generation of the mutated class (or mutants for short), µJava [18] version 3 was used. µJava generates mutations of Java programs by introducing small changes, e.g. by replacing an operator with another operator. While µJava ensures that the mutated programs can be compiled without errors, it does not guarantee that they really alter the program behavior. µJava may, for instance, generate a mutation that alters the value of a variable that is never used again.
µJava can generate two types of mutations: method level and class-level mutations. A method level mutation, e.g., changes the sign of an operand in an expression while a class-level mutation, e.g., turns a non-static field into a static field. Class-level mutations often only change the behavior of programs that use at least two instances of the mutated class. A static field, for instance, behaves just like a non-static field as long as only one instance of the class it belongs to is created. Therefore, a test setup that creates multiple instances of each class would be required to find class mutations. The used test setup, however, only creates one instance of each tested class. Therefore, no class mutations but only method level mutations were generated.
µJava generated 287 mutations of the Logical Channels Demo. For the experiments, only mutations that alter the behavior of the applets in a way that can theoretically be detected using the described class comparison methodology, i.e. ones that change the behavior of the applets w.r.t. the notion of equivalent behavior introduced in Section 4, were of interest. All mutations that do not change the behavior in such a way were classified and removed. LCT and random testing were used to determine, which mutations obviously changed the class behavior. The mutations for which no non-equivalences of behavior were discovered in this way were evaluated manually in order to determine whether or not they change the class behavior. Out of the 287 mutations, 65 did not affect the class behavior and were removed. The remaining 222 mutations were used for the experimental evaluation of LCT. 
Test Setup
For experimental evaluation of LCT, the three differential testing approaches described in Section 4 were applied. The mutated classes were used as IUTs and the original Logical Channels Demo as the reference implementation. The bound of differential testing methods was set to three, i.e. pairs of a mutated class and the original Logical Channels Demo were checked for 3-bounded class equivalence. This implies that neither of the methods had any chance to identify mutations that need a sequence of four or more method calls to affect the behavior of a method call. The definition of equivalent method behavior introduced in Section 4 does not give an exact definition of when values returned or exceptions thrown by methods are equivalent. In course of the experiments, return values were checked for equivalence using the return value's equals methods. Java Card applets throw a special type of exceptions which contain a two-byte error code that indicates the exceptions cause. Such exceptions were considered equivalent if they contain the same error code. All other (native Java) exceptions were considered equivalent, if they were of the same class.
During experimentation, LCT was configured to use the SMT-solver Boolector [9] . LCT's depth limit was set high enough to allow LCT to always explore the full symbolic execution tree. The number of generated tests for random differential testing was set to 10000. All other LCT options were set to their default values.
Results and Discussion
The three differential testing approaches introduced in Section 4 were run on every pair of the original Logical Channels Demo and one of the mutants described in Section 5.2. Then, the number of pairs for which non-equivalent class behavior was reported was used to compare the effectiveness of the different testing approaches. Also, the number of tests generated and the times needed for test generation and execution by the two concolic-testing-based approaches were compared. Table 1 shows for each approach the number of mutations caught, i.e. the number of mutants for which behavior that differs from the original was correctly reported. Out of the 222 mutations, 184 and thus almost 83% could be caught using random differential testing. Decoupled differential testing was able to catch 216 out of the 222 mutations and therefore missed only 6 mutations. Coupled differential testing even missed one mutation less and detected 217 mutations. These results illustrate that random differential testing is suited to catch many of the µJava mutations. Using the concolic-testingbased approaches, however, pays off in a significantly higher mutant detection rate. While Table 1 shows the individual detection rates for the approaches, it does not provide more detailed information about the results, e.g. whether there were mutations caught by random differential testing that were not caught by the concolic-testing-based approaches. This more detailed information can be found in Table 2 .
As indicated in Table 2 , 179 of the 222 mutations were caught by all three approaches. 37 mutations were only caught by the concolic-testing-based approaches but not by random differential testing. This illustrates that there is a relatively large number of mutations that are rather unlikely to be caught using random differential testing due to the fact that only very few input values result in non-equivalent behavior. If a mutation, for instance, replaces the condition if(a < 42) where a is a method argument with if(a <= 42), then the mutation is only caught if the corresponding method is called with argument 42, which is rather unlikely to happen during random differential testing. Coupled differential testing in contrast is guaranteed to use 42 as argument if it reaches full path coverage, due to the fact that location in the comparison class where the "non-equivalent behavior"-exception is thrown can only be reached by using this particular value. Interestingly, the mutations of the described type were not only reliably caught by coupled but also by decoupled differential testing despite the fact that full path coverage for both the reference implementation and the mutation can be reached without using 42 as argument. The reason why they still were caught is that the used SMT-solver tended to assign values that occur as constants in the given constraints to variables during the experiments, e.g. 42 in the given example.
One mutation was caught by coupled and random differential testing but not by decoupled differential testing. This mutation replaces an expression in the form of "b = b + a;" with "b = b * a;". In order to catch this mutation, a test has to use values that have a sum that differs from their product for a and b. However, in every test generated by decoupled differential testing, in which b could affect the class behavior after the mutated statement has been executed, both a and b are 0, when the mutated statement is executed. Therefore the mutation does not affect the result of the expression. As using nothing but 0 as value for a and b does not prevent LCT from reaching full path coverage on the original or the mutated class individually, LCT is in the described situation not to blame for not catching the mutation. This illustrates well a major flaw of decoupled differential testing, namely that the fact that LCT reaches full path coverage does not guarantee that all possibilities of non-equivalent behavior are detected in decoupled differential testing. Four mutants were caught by random differential testing but not by the concolictesting-based approaches. One of these mutants was not caught by decoupled differential testing due to an unfortunate choice of values by LCT similar to the situation just described. The other three mutants were not caught by decoupled differential testing due to the fact that LCT could not solve the path constraints that would let the control flow reach the mutated statement in the code. Similarly, all four mutants were not caught by coupled differential testing due to the fact that LCT failed to solve the path constraints for reaching the location in the comparison class at which the "non-equivalent behavior"-exception is thrown. We expect a bug in the LCT handling of mixed and short and int expressions to be responsible for this.
If a combination of concolic and random testing is used, all but one of the mutations can be caught. Manual inspection of the one mutant that was never caught revealed that a sequence of at least four method calls is needed to make the mutant show behavior that differs from the behavior of the original Logical Channels Demo. As the approaches, however, were used to check for 3-bounded class equivalence, neither of the approaches could have caught the last mutation under any circumstances. Table 3 shows the average numbers of tests generated per mutant and the average time required for generating and executing the tests for decoupled and coupled differential testing. Decoupled differential testing generated about 1273.33 tests on average. The average for coupled differential testing was about 1388.11. In order to give random differential testing a fair chance, the number of tests generated by random differential testing was chosen to be significantly higher than the average number of tests for the concolic-testing based approaches, namely 10000.
In coupled differential testing, every method call in the comparison class executes the same method once in each implementation. Thus, every method call in the comparison class executes exactly the same method twice if the IUT and the reference implementation are exactly identically. Therefore, there is exactly the same number of paths in the comparison class as in one of the implementations alone. In such a situation, LCT generates every test twice in decoupled differential testing, once for the IUT and once for the reference implementation. In coupled differential testing in contrast, LCT generates every test only once for the comparison class. Therefore, the number of tests generated in decoupled differential testing is twice the number of tests generated in coupled differential testing, if the IUT and the reference implementation are identical. This observation suggests that the average number of tests generated should be larger in decoupled differential testing. There are, however, two effects that increase the number of tests generated by coupled differential testing.
Firstly, the mutants used as IUTs and reference implementation in the experiments are not exactly the same. Every method that is implemented differently in the IUT and the reference implementation contributes to an increase of the number of paths in the comparison class. A method might, for instance, be implemented in a way that there are three paths through the method in the IUT and two paths in the reference implementation. Assume that the implementations differ in a way such that there are combinations of input values that allow to execute every combination of a path in the IUT and a path of in the reference implementation. Then, there are six possible paths through the corresponding method in the comparison class. Therefore, coupled differential testing will try six paths through the corresponding method in the comparison class, while decoupled differential testing will only try five paths, three for the IUT and two four the reference implementation. This effect increases the number of tests generated in coupled differential testing. The more different the internals of the IUT and the reference implementation are, the higher the increase.
Secondly, the number of tests generated by coupled differential testing is increased by the technically different handling of exceptions. In decoupled differential testing, LCT is used to generate tests for the IUT and the reference implementation directly. If in this process an exception is thrown, LCT stops exploring the current branch of the symbolic execution tree. In coupled differential testing in contrast, the comparison class catches any exception thrown by the IUT and the reference implementation and ignores them as long as IUT and reference implementation throw equivalent exceptions. Thus, LCT continues in many situations to explore the symbolic execution tree even when the IUT and the reference implementation throw exceptions. This increases the number of paths and therefore number of tests generated in coupled differential testing. If, for instance, a given sequence of two method calls leads to equivalent exceptions in the IUT and the reference implementation, then LCT will stop exploring the current branch of the symbolic execution tree after executing those two calls in decoupled differential testing. Therefore, only one test for the two-call sequence in question will be generated. In coupled differential testing in contrast, LCT will continue exploring the current branch of the symbolic execution tree up to the full call sequence bound and in the process generate a much larger number of tests that share the two-call sequence in question as prefix. Due to the fact that the Logical Channels Demo throws exception for many method arguments and many sequences of method calls, this effect contributed significantly to the higher number of tests generated by coupled differential testing in course of the experiments. Table 3 also shows the time spent generating and executing tests by decoupled and coupled testing. The test were executed on a linux computer with 4 GB memory and an Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 processor running at 2.33 GHz. Decoupled differential testing needed 273.29 seconds per mutant for generating tests while coupled differential testing needed 282.22 seconds. Therefore, the time needed for generating tests in coupled differential testing was higher than in decoupled differential testing. It was, however, only about 8.93 seconds or 3.3% higher.
The time for compiling and executing the tests was in decoupled differential testing roughly twice as high as in coupled differential testing. The reason is that the most time was not spent actually running the tests but initializing the Java Runtime Environment the JUnit test runner. Decoupled differential testing generates two test sets per mutant and therefore starts the JRE and the JUnit test runner twice per mutant. Coupled differential in contrast starts them only once, which leads to the lower time requirement.
Conclusions
This paper introduces LIME concolic tester (LCT), a new open source concolic testing tool for Java programs, and discusses the main design choices behind LCT. The paper focuses, in particular, on differential testing of Java Card applets using LCT. A setting for differential testing of applets is defined and two alternative approaches to generating test sets for differential testing using concolic testing and LCT are devised. The two approaches are compared experimentally to random testing in the Java Card application domain. The experiments show that the proposed concolic testing approaches compare favorably to random testing and the test sets generated by LCT can find more bugs than considerably bigger sets of randomly generated tests.
